ANGELOLOGIST GEOCACHE
GABRIEL’S LYRE
Angelologists have heard the stories around the celestial lyre and its mysterious and destructive powers. The original lyre
was said to be cast down by the Archangel Gabriel into the cavern, to console the imprisoned Watchers as they waited for
God’s forgiveness. But legend says that the sacred music played upon it could hold much greater and more magical powers.
Desperately sought after by human and Nephilim alike, the lyre belonged to Angela Valko DeFlorian, and after she died it
was passed on to her daughter: Evangeline.

THE FABERGÉ LEGEND
The first Fabergé egg was created in 1885, an Easter present from Russia’s Tsar Alexander III to his wife. She was so
enamored with the elaborate token that the Tsar commissioned the house of Fabergé to create one uniquely designed egg
for the imperial family every year. Of the 50 imperial eggs crafted, only 44 have survived. The location of the six remaining
eggs is unknown.
How and why did such famous, coveted tokens become untraceable? Could something be hidden inside of these lost
relics, something that proves crucial in the battle against the angels? The hunt begins in ANGELOPOLIS.

TRACK DOWN THE LYRE AND THE EGGS.
You too can join Verlaine and the angel hunters. Organize your own ANGELOPOLIS geocaching quest and win a signed
copy of the book, or the chance to have Danielle Trussoni call-in or skype your book club! To enter, send in pictures to
viking.marketing@us.penguingroup.com of your group on an Angelologist hunt.
1. Designate a group member to hide your Angel
geocache loot: an Easter egg, a picture of a lyre (or a
lyre if you have one!), a copy of the book – it’s up to
you. Store your geocache in a secure container.
2. Hide the ANGELOPOLIS geocache in an interesting,
publicly accessible space. Location is key! Consider a
little-known local park, or a quiet, scenic spot along a
trail.
3. Measure the coordinates at the hiding spot with a
GPS device.

5. On the day of the hunt, have one group member plug
the coordinates into a GPS device.
6. Go outside (away from tall structures) to catch the
GPS signal, and go in the direction it points you. Get
moving!
7. Once you’ve arrived at the coordinates, the artifact
could be anywhere within 20 feet.
8. Find your ANGELOPOLIS spoils. Could the key to the
ancient battle against the Nephilim be hiding behind a
sign, under a table, in the brush?

4. Send out the coordinates to your fellow angel hunters,
and decide on a date for your quest.
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